Recall that embeddings /, g: X -» W are concordant provided there exists an embedding H: X x I -^W x I with H(x, 0) = {fix), 0) and H(x, 1) = (g(x) f 1) for xeX.
Results will be stated for smooth manifolds and embeddings, but are true as well for piece wise linear or topological manifolds and locally flat embeddings. We assume throughout that the manifold topology of W is induced by a metric which in turn induces the supremum metric d on the space of embeddings of X in W.
The first two results describe codimension two embeddings of the product of a sphere and a compact manifold. 
x M, and an embedding h: S n X M -> W, such that hψ is concordant to f, and h coincides with g outside Y.
In the above result, the phrase "g sufficiently close to /" means that there exists ε > 0 such that d(f, g) < ε implies the existence of h with the desired properties.
In the special case M -T k , the fc-torus, Theorem A remains true if n ^ 4 and S n is replaced by any simply connected manifold [ §1, Example (ii)].
STANLEY OCKEN
As an important case of Theorem A, let W = S n+2 x M. Then /: S n x M-> S n+2 x M is called a "parametrized knot" in M provided it is homotopic to the standard inclusion; see [5, 9] Thus the standard inclusion may be perturbed only near a single copy of M in order to produce a placement concordant to an ambient diffeomorphism of /.
The above two results rely strongly on the product structure of S n x M in order to obtain a good hold on the normal invariants of the "complementary maps" [5, 9] Lemma 3] .
To apply Theorem C to the perturbation problem, let 7 be a "small" submanifold of X, e.g., a tubular neighborhood of the 2-skeleton. Then the image manifolds h(X) and g{X) intersect at least in their large common submanifold g (C) , and the remaining part Z = h(X) -g{C) resembles closely the manifold g(Y) which would have remained in the unperturbed case h = g. 1* Let ξ be a 2-plane bundle over a compact manifold X. We first recall from [5, 10] the theory of embeddings of X mE(ξ), the total space of the disc bundle of ξ. If X has nonempty boundary, all embeddings, homotopies, concordances, etc. are relative to the boundary. Let E(ξ) be the total space of the circle bundle of ξ.
A semίlocal knot in ξ is an embedding f:X -> E(ξ) homotopic to the zero section i 0 . Call / and g cobordant provided / is concordant to φg for some diffeomorphism φ:
, homotopic to the identity as map of pairs. The set of cobordism equivalence classes, denoted C(X, ξ) or just C(X), admits an abelian group structure which is defined geometrically by composition of embeddings. See [5, 10] for details.
To compute C(X), let Φ be the commutative square
the Wall surgery obstruction for the pair (E(ξ), E(ξ)), relative to E(ξ\dX);
here n is the dimension of X. Then PROPOSITION [5, 5.2] . For n ^ 4, there is an exact sequence
The middle term is an algebraic K theoretic functor introduced in [5] for the study of homology equivalent manifolds. The homomorphism Σ is the surgery obstruction of a normal map whose domain is the closed complement of a tubular neighborhood of an embedding, and p is a natural homomorphism.
For dX nonempty, the above result holds provided a semilocal knot is required to coincide with the zero section on dX [10] . This permits the study of naturality properties for codimension zero embeddings j: Y-+X.
Let C be the closure of the complement of the image of j; then dC = dY{J dX. Given a semilocal knot /:
ξ). This defines a natural homomorphism j\: C(Y)-+C(X). Let and ^r:^(E(S\j(Y))) >π 1 (E(ζ\j(Y)))
be induced by inclusions. Then [5, 5.2] easily implies
is an isomorphism, then j\: In order to study perturbations of embeddings, we shall require
to be an epimorphism. Call j:Y-*X a perfect embedding if this is the case. PROPOSITION 
Assume dimension X = n J Ξ> 4 and f: X -> E(ξ) is a semilocal knot. If j: Y-^ X is a perfect embedding, there exist ( i ) a diffeomorphism φ: (E(ζ), E(ξ)) -> (E(ζ), E(ξ)), homotopic as a map of pairs to the identity, and
(ii) a semilocal knot g: X -> E(ξ), concordant to φi 0 , such that g and f coincide on X -Y.
In other words, f may be made cobordant to the zero section if it is allowed to be changed on Y.
Proof. Let [h]eC(Y) be a cobordism class for which -[f]eC(X).
Let Proof. For g sufficiently close to /, g(X) will lie in E(ξ), and g and / will be homotopic as maps to E(ξ). Thus g is a semilocal knot in E(ξ), and / plays the role of the zero section. Now apply the last two results.
We now give examples of bundles ξ and embeddings j: Y"-• X which satisfy the hypotheses. The results of [5, 4] show that in many cases with π^X) trivial, the conclusion of Theorem 1 holds when Y is either empty or a disc.
If ξ is a trivial bundle and π = π x (X), then pi factors as
The second map is an isomorphism obtained by crossing with a disc [11] ; the first is the forgetful homomorphism, which fits into an exact sequence involving H*(Z 2 , Wh(π)). If particular, ξ is ^-perfect if H n+2 (Z 2 , Wh{π)) vanishes, e.g., if Wh(π) vanishes or π is finite cyclic and n is odd [8, 1] . If ξ is nontrivial but n is even and π^X) = 0, then ξ is ^-perfect; see [4] .
We now list examples of perfect embeddings. In all cases, assume ξ is trivial.
EXAMPLE (i). Let j: D
n x M ^ S n x M be the Cartesian product of id^ with an embedding of a disc in S n . The homomorphisms S for D n xM and S n xM in the exact sequence [5, 5.2] may be identified with the surgery obstruction maps
which have the same image by [9, Lemma 15.1] . Lemma 1 and the Five Lemma complete the result. This example, together with Theorem 1, implies Theorem A of the Introduction. [3] . Now apply Lemma 1.
EXAMPLE (iii). Assume j:
YaX induces an isomorphism of finite cyclic odd order fundamental groups. Then the surgery obstruction σ: [ΣX, G/0] -> Ll+^π^X)) is zero [3] and may be identified with S x : [ΣE, G/0] -• L, +8 (^) provided ξ is trivial. Now apply Lemma 1 to see that j is a perfect embedding.
As an application of Example (i) above, we settle a question raised by the author's study of G n (M), the set of cobordism classes of ''parametrized M-knots," i.e., embeddings /: S n x ilf -> S n+2 x M homotopic to the standard embedding i 0 . Two such embeddings / and g are cobordant provided there exist diίfeomorphisms φ:S n+2 xM-> S n+2 x M and ψ: S n x M -» S n x M, each commuting up to homotopy with projection to M, such that φfψ is concordant to g. See [5, 9] for details.
Proof of Theorem B.
We may assume that Y contains the image of an embedding j:
The semilocal knot groups are those for the trivial bundle; the map i is induced by the inclusion
a S n+2 x M, and is a well defined isomorphism by [9, 15.3] . By Example (i) above and Lemma 1, j$ is also an isomorphism. The stated result follows from the surjectivity of the composite. The injectivity of the composite implies that the cobordism class of a parametrized M-knot is determined by its behavior near a single copy of M in S n x M.
2. In order to prove Theorem C, we review the results of [10] on embeddings in E(ζ) of manifolds simple homotopy equivalent to X. As before, ξ is a 2-plane bundle over the compact manifold X n .
DEFINITION. A fake semilocal knot in ζ is an embedding f:Z-Ê (ξ), where Z is a manifold of dimension n, such that for some simple homotopy equivalence of pairs h: {X, dX) -> (Z, dZ), a diίfeomorphism on the boundary, the composite f°h is homotopic, relative to dX, to the zero section.
Two fake knots / { : Z t -> E(ξ) (i = 1, 2) are cobordant provided there exist diffeomorphisms ψ: Z x -> Z % and φ: E(ξ) -> E(ξ), the latter homotopic as a map of pairs to the identity, such that φf 2 ψ is concordant to f x . Let C(X, ξ) be the set of cobordism equivalence classes.
To compute C(X,ξ), recall from §1 the natural homomorphism U\ΓIΦ)-^LI^).
As before, (Φ, ξ) .
Proof. This follows from minor modifications of the proof of [10, Theorem 1] , Note that C(X, ξ) acquires an abelian group structure; this is interpreted geometrically in [10] .
The following result shows that C(X, ζ) often consists of local knots which are only mildly fake. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3.
LEMMA 3. If dX is nonempty, and f: Z->E(ζ) is a fake semilocal knot with tubular neighborhood T, then Z is normally cobordant, rel boundary, to X, and T is diffeomorphic to E(ξ).
Proof. Let h: X -» Z be a simple homotopy equivalence of pairs with f oh homotopic to the zero section, and let h:E(ξ)-+ T be a covering bundle map. As in [10] , there is a "characteristic map"
F is a simple homotopy equivalence with vanishing normal invariant in [E(ξ), G/0] . By naturality of normal invariants [2, 13] , (h)~\ h, and h all have vanishing normal invariants. In particular, Z is normally cobordant to X in all cases. If dX is nonempty, Van Kampen's theorem implies easily that the inclusion dE(ξ) c E(ξ) induces a fundamental group isomorphism. By the π -π theorem [13] , the simple homotopy equivalence h is homotopic as a map of pairs (although not relative to E(ξ\dX)) to a diffeomorphism. In order to prove Theorem C we combine restrictions on p ι that occur in the above result and in §1. PROPOSITION (Y) ). Since g is a nonfake semilocal knot, addition of a fake knot to g may be defined by composition; see [10] 
for definitions. Thus [%] -[g°j(k)]
and there is a commutative diagram In order to satisfy the hypotheses, it seems necessary to restrict to Whiπ^X)) -0 and ξ the trivial bundle. Theorem A now follows by taking h -gθ.
